Abstract. It is proved that a graded ring that is finitely graded modulo its radical is local if its initial subring is local, and that a graded artinian ring is finitely generated over its initial subring which is also artinian. These results extend theorems of Gordon and Green on artin algebras. Other results relating the structure of a graded ring to that of its initial subring are also presented.
In this note we provide simple proofs of extensions of the principal results in R. Gordon and E. Green's recent paper [4] on graded artin algebras. First we prove that any finitely graded (modulo the radical) ring with local initial subring is itself local. From this it follows that over any graded ring a finitely graded module with a composition series is an indecomposable module if and only if it is indecomposable as a graded module. Then we prove that a graded ring is left artinian if and only if it has a composition series as a left module over its initial subring. These results are used to show that over a graded left artinian ring every simple module, every projective module, and every injective left module is isomorphic to a graded module, as is every direct summand of a finitely generated graded left module. Also they yield information about the relative structure of a graded ring and its initial subring, for example, a finitely graded ring is semiprimary if and only if so is its initial subring.
Recall (see [3, 6] ) that a (Z-) graded ring is a ring R together with an abelian group decomposition R = (BzRn such that R"Rm C Rn+m (n, m E Z), and that R0 is a unital subring called the initial subring of R. We let J = J(R) denote the radical of R and J0 = J(R0). Our first result, generalizing [4, Theorem 3.1], requires no more than this.
1. Theorem. Let R= (BzRnbe a graded ring. If R0 is local and Rn ÇJ for all but finitely many n G Z, then R is a local ring.
Proof. By hypothesis there is an N > 0 such that R" CJ whenever | n \ > N. Thus each Rn with n ¥= 0 consists of zero divisors modulo /, and it follows that R"R" contains no units. Therefore, since R0 is local, R"R-n C J0 whenever n ¥= 0. Let k > 0 and suppose, inductively, that R" QJ whenever \n\> k. Let bk E Rk, a = 2 a" E R, and x -1 -bk a. To see that bk E J we show that x is in vertible. Since withy" G y so xu0v, and hence x, is (right) invertible. Thus Rk C J, and similarly R_k C J, and we have shown that Rn C J whenever n ¥= 0. It follows that r0h+ r0 + J defines a surjective ring homomorphism R0 -> F// so F is local.
A left F-module AÍ is graded [3, 6] According to [6, Lemma 3.3.6, p. 9] if any two maps in an equation f-gh of F-maps between graded F-modules are of degree zero, then the third can be replaced by a degree zero homomorphism. It follows that any homogeneous F-direct Summand of a graded F-module has at least one homogeneous complement, and that graded projective (injective) (semisimple) F-modules are projective (injective) (semisimple) in F-Gr.
Let M = ©z M" be a graded left F-module and let k EZ. For each F0-submodule Nk<RoMk let 0k(Nk) -RNk, and for each homogeneous submodule N = (BZN" of M let <pk(N) = Nk. Then 0k and q>k define order preserving maps between the lattices of F0 submodules of Mk and homogeneous submodules of M. When discussing kinds of graded rings, our other descriptive adjectives apply directly to the ring in question, irregardless of its grading. Thus a graded semisimple ring is a semisimple ring that happens to be graded, and graded division rings are trivially graded, i.e., R = R0 (see [6, Lemma 6.1, p. 58]). The following results show that, up to automorphism, semisimple rings can only be graded in finitely many ways.
Proposition.
If R= ®zR"is a graded semisimple ring then R0 is semisimple and contains a complete orthogonal set ex,...,em of primitive idempotents of R such that for all i,j E {1,... ,m) there is an n EX with e,Fey Ç F".
Proof. First assume that R0 is a division ring. Since semisimple rings are von
Neumann regular, if 0 ¥= vn E R" then there is an a = 2 a,■ E R such that r" = r"arn = ^irnai_2nrn, i so we have rn = rna_nrn. But then, since a_nrn E R0, a division ring, and r.^Owe see that a_"rn-1. Thus every nonzero homogeneous element of R is invertible, and this implies that F is a (noncommutative) domain. Thus F is a division ring and R = R0. Now suppose that R is semisimple. Then so, by Lemma 3, is F0. Let ex,...,embe a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of F0. Then e,F0e,, the initial subring of the graded semisimple ring eiRei -@n e,F"e,, is a division ring, so eiRei = eiR0ei C R0 for i = 1,... ,m. Next let e¡aej E e¡Rej and write e,aej = ^ak = "2teiakej. If some e,a"ey ^ 0 then, since e,Fe, is one-dimensional over e,Fe, = e¡R0e¡, for each k G Z there is an e,è0e, G eiRQei such that eiakeJ = eib0elaneJER".
But then e,Fey C R", and the proof is complete. Now employing G. Bergman's recent theorem [2] : The Jacobson radical of a graded ring R is a homogeneous ideal of R (which incidentally proves the converse of Let R be a graded left artinian ring. A graded finitely generated R-module is indecomposable in R-Gx if and only if it is indecomposable in F-Mod.
Gordon and Green call an F-module gradable in case it is F-isomorphic to a module in F-Gr. The list of gradable modules over a graded artin algebra, given in [4, §3] , is also valid in the left artinian case.
7. Proposition. // F is a graded left artinian ring then every left R-module that is semisimple, projective or injective is gradable, and so are all direct summands of finitely generated gradable modules.
Proof. The last statement follows from Corollary 6 and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem; and it implies that finitely generated, hence all, semisimple and projective left F-modules are gradable.
To see that injective modules are gradable, suppose R is graded R = ®N_NRn, let C0 be an injective cogenerator in F0-Mod, and let N C = HomRo(RR, C0) = 0 rioxnRo(R_n, C0) -N to obtain a finitely graded injective cogenerator C [1, Exercises 19.14, 19 .20] in F-Mod. Now we note that SocRC = annc(/) is a homogeneous submodule of C that is semisimple and essential in C as an object of F-Gr, that simple objects in F-Gr are simple in F-Mod (i.e., isomorphic to one of the Re¡ of Proposition 4), and we observe that a minor modification of the usual proof in F-Mod shows that, since R has ax.c. on homogeneous left ideals, direct sums of injectives are injective in F-Gr. Using these facts we have C = uE(Sa) in F-Gr, where Sa axe F-simple homogeneous submodules of C such that Soc C = uSa in F-Mod. But then, since C is a cogenerator, the injective envelope of each simple left F-module must be isomorphic to one of the E(Sa), and so every injective left F-module must be gradable. 4] , showing that every module is gradable over a graded artin algebra of finite type, and that a graded artin algebra has finite type if and only if its category of gradable modules does, have proofs relying heavily on the Auslander-Reiten "dual of the transpose" which is defined only for artin algebras; there are no alternative arguments apparent to us.
We conclude with some applications relating the structure of F to that of F0. If F is a semilocal graded ring, then by Proposition 4 the grading R/J = ©F" + /// is finite and R0/J n F0 = F0 + /// is semisimple. It follows from the latter that / n R0 = J0 (since always J P\ R0 CJ0). Thus 8. Proposition. // F is semilocal, semiprimary, left perfect, or semiperfect with nil radical, then so is R0 and R/J is finitely graded.
On the other hand it follows from Theorem 1 and [1, Theorem 27.6] that 9. Proposition. //F0 is semiperfect and R/J is finitely graded then R is semiperfect and has a complete set of primitive idempotents of degree zero; and so every projective R-module is gradable.
We do not know whether R semiperfect implies F0 semiperfect, but from the above propositions and minor modifications of the nilpotency argument of [4, 
